THE TENTH SEAT
Family, Friends, Rowers, Alumni, and Supporters of UCSB Crew,
Welcome to the 3rd and final installment of the 2016-2017 The Tenth Seat! Well into championship season and
with only ACRAs ahead, all squads are ready to cap off what has already been a historic season with another run
at the Combined Team Points Trophy. In this issue, you will find racing and training updates from coaches and
rowers, as well as a recap of the Men’s trip to Washington for the Windermere Cup! Enjoy and as always, GO
GAUCHOS!

Women’s Squad Update by Mike Holmes
With three weeks having passed since the WIRA Regional
Regatta, it’s safe to say the team is ready to move on from the day-today training and preparations and just get on with the racing at ACRA.
There are still a few more days of practice before that can happen,
however, so we’re taking every opportunity to increase speed.
Although we failed to win a race at WIRA, the team did medal
in all four eights events (1V, 2V, 1N, and 2N) for the first time in recent
memory. So we’re certainly looking for similar or better success at
ACRA but will face very challenging competition, especially in the 1V8,
from New Hampshire and Grand Valley State University.
In addition to the eights, we’re also sending a large and
improving contingent of small boats. For the first time at ACRA, the
UCSB women will race in every open weight event, helping our chances
of bringing back the women’s and overall team points trophies to finish
up the year.

The Men’s V4 and Women’s 2- V8s racing to
exciting finishes at WIRAs.
(credits to Christine Pang)

UCSB Crew is a sport club, distinguished by professional leadership and coaching which
offers students the opportunity to explore and expand their capabilities by participating in a
competitive sport as representatives of their University. Participation in competitive college
sports builds character by developing values of teamwork, commitment, self sacrifice,
discipline, and achievement reinforcing the university’s core values of scholarship,
leadership and citizenship while providing students with a health balance to their academic
pursuits

For more
information,
visit us at
http://ucsbcrew.org
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In Depth: Washington, Windermere, and Water Bikes – The Gauchos Take Opening Day
By: Andrew Packer
The break between WIRA and ACRA can be a long, arduous month with little escape from long days on
Cachuma. This year, the Men’s team was incredibly fortunate to receive an invitation from the No. 2 ranked UW
Huskies to attend the highly prestigious Windermere Cup and Opening Day Regatta.
Early on Friday, May 5, the men’s 1V, 2V, V4, and Frosh 8 loaded the plane, not quite sure what to
expect from their Pacific Northwest competition. Upon arrival in Seattle, the team headed immediately to the
University of Washington Boathouse, where they were greeted by Head Coach Mike Callahan. Conibear
Shellhouse, the hub for all things UW rowing related, completely blew the team away; 3 stories, conference
rooms, a trophy room, 60+ ergs, and rows upon rows of boats. The Huskies were generous enough to loan the
Gauchos 4 Pocock racing shells, and when riggings were mismatched and wiring was broken, Mike Callahan
himself volunteered his time to get things up to racing order. After a windy practice, the team headed out to Gig
Harbor and Bob Werner’s (father of 2nd year Hunter Werner) house. After a fantastic dinner of chicken, salmon
(2 ways!) and pasta, the boys settled in for the night.
With Saturday came the incredible main event: racing. The
Frosh 8 and 4V raced in their respective events, while the 2V raced in
the Men’s Open 8+ and the 1V raced for the Cascade Cup against UW’s
2V and 3V, in addition to a tough Oregon State boat. The Gauchos raced
exceedingly well, with a 3rd place finish for the 4V over Seattle
University, 2nd place finish for the 2V behind the UW 4V and in front of
OSU and the Western Washington 1V, and a bronze medal race for the
1V behind two UW crews. After the races, the Gauchos were treated to
a front row view of the UW Men and Women’s V8s races against the
Chinese national team, where the Dawgs absolutely dominated.
Beyond racing, the team had a chance to enjoy Washington, with trips to Pikes Place Market, tours of
UW, and of course, R&R at Mr. Werner’s house, including the use of kayaks, water bikes, and hot tubs.
The significance of the weekend extended far beyond the race. This was the first time many of our
athletes have had the opportunity to perform for 40,000 spectators. Between airhorns, DJs on yachts, and
screaming fans from all sides of the Montlake Cut, all athletes agreed that this was truly a chance to feel special.
As Head Coach Charley Sullivan said, “Too often as club athletes you go unrecognized on campus for all the work
you put into the sport and school. This weekend is a chance for you to feel valued and appreciated as athletes
performing and training at the highest level.”
All in all, it was a special weekend and the Gauchos were honored
to be a part of such a fantastic event and hope to return in years to come.
Above: The JV cruising to a second place
finish. Right: The V8 with bronze medals
after the Cascade Cup (Credits to Greg
Obregon)
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WIRA’s and Beyond: Racing Results
With strong finishes from all crews at WIRA, the Women’s Squad is looking forward to continuing this trend
heading into Nationals. At the Sac State Aquatic Center, the Women’s V8 finished with silver medals after an outstanding
push back into medaling position from last place at the 500m mark. The 2V8 had an impressive sprint in the last 250m to
edge Puget Sound out of medaling position. The gaucho ladies crossed the line 0.1 second ahead of the 4th place crew
which earned them bronze medals.
Due to equipment failure, the W2V4+ was unable to compete in their heats race but came back with a solid
showing taking second place in the 3rd final later in the day. The WV4+ took 4th in their heat and then 6th in the Petite
Final. The VW2- debuted our new Vespoli VHP pair with a highly competitive, close race for second in the Petite final on
Saturday.
The scullers from the VW program have stepped up their game with the fastest time in UCSB Women's history
for our VW2x on Lake Natoma showing vast improvements from last year’s race.
Our Novice Women have been highly competitive all year; the culmination of their efforts thus far was particularly
evident in the N8 race where the gaucho women earned themselves an extremely close second place coming less than a
second behind SeattleU. Our 2N8, after a fight to the finish, also earned silver medals which was almost 20 seconds
ahead of third place! The NW4+ had a strong race finishing 6th in the Petite Final to complete racing on Saturday.
We are pleased with how we represented UCSB Rowing in Sacramento and are looking forward to the highly
competitive racing in Georgia. The Gaucho women continue to crush goal splits and work hard to fine tune technique in
the final days leading up to Nationals where we plan to defend our Women’s Team Points national title!
-Dom Savage
After successful duals and a dominating experience at Crew Classic, the Men’s Rowing Team pulled their way
into the most important part of the season, as the results in the month of May would ultimately dictate the team’s
overall performance for the year. As Coach Charley said on day one: “The goal is an undefeated May” and with this goal
in mind, the Gauchos attacked the WIRA events and once again, came out on top. Saturday’s goal was to do whatever
necessary to advance to finals and the results were spectacular. All boats but one made their way into the grand final,
many getting seeded in the top two lanes.
Sunday would prove to be a great day to be a Gaucho! The day began with a strong showing and commanding
defeat by the Men’s Varsity 8+ over IRA competitive school, Santa Clara. That was the first time in 4 years that the
Varsity 8+ has been victorious. Next, the Men’s 2nd Varsity 8+, after some post-race confusion, was awarded their gold
medals, after a strong race against a competitive field. The Freshman 8+ would overcome some adversity against some
experienced high school rowers from Santa Clara and Orange Coast, to come in 4th overall in a very fast race. The small
boats demonstrated UCSB’s depth in the sport, by holding their own against some very fierce competition. The Men’s
Varsity 4+ would race to claim a bronze medal in their event, an event in which they were the only boat that was not
comprised of the top 4 guys of each respective program. The Men’s Lightweight 4+ raced against some strong
competition in lightweight focused teams such as Seattle and Sacramento State, to get 6th in their grand final. The Men’s
2- (Pair), made up of a member of the Head of the Charles 8 and a guy with one of the fattest ergos on the team, having
only rowed 1 day together previously, showed their untapped potential by claiming the 4th place spot in their grand final.
The Men’s 2x (Double), after some steering issues, executed a composed race to finish their grand final in 6th place.
Finally, the Men’s Freshman 4+ demonstrated their potential, by making huge improvements between their heat and
their petite final later in the same day, ultimately finishing 4th. After some tough, competitive racing and close margins,
the team was pleased, yet hungry to get back to finishing out the last few weeks of intense training for ACRA, the last and
most important race of the season; the one where they would race to become the top club program in the US.
-Ciaran Hiney
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Meet The Team
Written by the Athletes Themselves!
Liann Jimmons
Liann Jimmons is a 3rd year women’s varsity rower and biology
major from Huntington Beach, CA. At 5/4 and 120lbs she was
beating up dudes throughout the high school wrestling circuit,
but when she got to UCSB she wanted to try a different sport to
let out her aggression and keep her jacked. Luckily, rowing did
both and she gained a freshman fifteen of solid muscle and free
speed and never looked back. She thought the team was so
awesome she couldn’t wait to get others to join the fun so she
was this year’s Recruitment/Retention Officer and a Mentorship
Program Coordinator. However, the rowing team isn’t the only
thing she likes to help out with; during her grade school years
she successfully persuaded her parents to let her take in six
stray cats and three dogs and recently rescued a one eyed,
three-legged pocket gopher from good ol’ Lake Cachuma.
Rowing has easily been the best part of her college experience
and she can’t wait to go into her legacy year as team President
and give back to the program that has done so much for her.
Kaitlyn Ehorn

Kaitlyn is a senior coxswain on the Varsity Women’s Team. Do not let her fatty
ergos fool you, her journey on the team started as a rower freshman year but
decided that coxing was more suited to her style. Her best memories on the
team include: coxing an exciting comeback win in the JV8 at ACRA last year
and helping steer her four to victory in the Long Beach Head Race this past fall
after competing as a rower in the 3V8 a few minutes before. She has served
her team as both Whip and Equipment Officer and helps her teammates off
the water as a Chemistry Tutor. After graduation, she plans to become a high
school biology teacher where her strong leadership skills she has gained in this
sport will come in handy managing a classroom of rowdy students!
Info:
Senior
BS Biology Minor Science and Mathematics Education
Regent’s Scholar
Work at CLAS-Chemistry Tutor
2016: JV8 Wira 2nd, ACRA 1st
rd

Wira
3
For more information, 2017:
visit JV8
us at
http://ucsbcrew.org
Equipment Officer (2017) Whip (2016)
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Ciaran Hiney
I’m a 2nd year rower on the men’s team this year and one of the men’s team
whips. I started rowing because and uncle who rowed in the 80’s
recommended it as a fulfilling and exciting extracurricular. Since I started, I
have come to love the early mornings and sunrises on Lake Cachuma, and the
lasting friendships I have so easily made with all my amazing teammates and
brothers. When I’m not hanging on an oar, I’m busy pursuing a degree in
history, surfing and enjoying time at the beach, or kicking back with friends.
I’m so happy to have become a part of this family and am privileged to spend
my college career with such accomplished and driven people! #1543

Tayler Young
Tayler Young is a 3rd year rower, as well as one of our alumni liaisons for this
season. After playing a myriad of sports throughout high school, Tayler
decided to try out rowing. Competing in the pair for two years has allowed
Tayler to learn to push herself as well as her teammates and to discover her
true strength and inner competitiveness. Rowing has taught Tayler the value
of a team, showing how collective hard work can bring out the best in
someone. As the ultimate team sport, rowing has given Tayler some of her
best friends, which come in handy when she’s looking for a pal to cruise over
to Hana Kitchen with. Tayler is a history and sociology double major which
makes keeping in contact with recent and older alums a piece of cake! Rowing
has taught Tayler time management skills, which is valuable when assigned
three novels, four papers, and a midterm, all due at the end of the week.
Aside from rowing and schoolwork, Tayler’s free time consists of eating 6
pumpkin seeds per sitting and napping.

The N8 (Left) and V8
(Right) at WIRAs
duking out the last
500 meters. Credits to
Christine Pang
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Alumni of The Quarter

Peggy Johnston
Coming from a performing arts background in high school, Peggy Johnston’s lifelong love of rowing began when she
joined UCSB crew her sophomore year in 1977. As a Gaucho rower, Johnston stroked the winning 1978 Western Sprints
women’s V8+, against a highly-favored Stanford boat, and took bronze in the open 4+ in a lightweight lineup the same
weekend. Beyond the Crew, Johnston held the highest GPA on the team, and graduated in 1980 with a B.A. in
Communication Studies.
Peggy Johnston’s rowing career only took off as a post-grad. Johnston had much success. With two golds in the Pan
American Games (2X in Indianapolis, IN 1987 and 1X in Havana, Cuba 1991), four US National Championships as a lightweight
sculler, and a gold medal at the Canadian Henley in 1981 as a part of the US Lightweight Development Camp. In addition to
the extensive list of medals, Johnston made petite finals at the Lucerne World Cup in 1988, and was a spare in 1987 and
1988 for the Team USA World Championship squad.
Master’s rowing has continued to be a successful endeavor for Peggy Johnston, who has won the Head of the
Charles, US Masters Nationals, FISA Worlds Masters Champion, and San Diego Crew Classic- TWICE for each regatta! In
addition to competing, Johnston has served on the US Olympic committee for a total of 8 years, USRowing Board of
Directors from 1988-1992, and as a Coach at the Jack London Aquatic Center and East Bay Rowing Club, to name just a few
of her coaching endeavors. Currently, Johnston continues to row at the Masters level, coach rowing, and play music, in
addition to doing 18th century historic recreations as a seamstress.

Peggy Johnston Receiving her Pan Am Gold Medal from Fidel Castro, 1991
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Rowing To Plan: The UCSB Men’s Spring Season, 2017 by Charley Sullivan
One of the things I introduced this year was our style of racing. There are just a few simple
rules: 1. The only stroke you have to be ahead on is the last stroke; 2. No tens, only
permanent commitments to speed; 3. We create the race; and 4. It’s all about May.
To do this, we have a start and first 500 that is sufficiently fast that, if you’re ahead of us,
you’re either faster (Cal or Washington, say,) or, you’ve paid a heavy price and we will reel
you back in (decorum prevents me from naming any specific crew here. But it’s happened.
Regularly.) We build the base rating up slowly across the season, making each move up
deliberately, and if an opponent wants to base at 37 in early March, good luck to them. We’ll
see you at WIRA. (Which also happened.) Or ACRA (which, if we do it right, is about to
happen.)
Look forward, stay patient, commit to the work fully, and stay out of our own way.
This men’s team has adopted all of this. Not simply in its technical approach, but, more
importantly in its emotional and philosophical approach. They are making permanent
commitments to speed, this coming week at ACRA, and for the future years. They are
commanding their own race. And it’s May, so it’s time to go fast.
But we’ve been piecing it all together. After San Diego, and the program’s first win over
Michigan in the 1V, we took on UCLA and USC in the Gordon Cup, and mostly swept the day.
The same afternoon, we headed down to Newport and scrimmaged with UCI, dodging
drunken wedding parties out in pleasure boats, and handling the rough water well. At
WIRA, we had quite the day: putting all but one boat into the finals, winning the 1V and 2V,
and taking bronze in the Varsity Four. Several of the teams we beat have qualified for the
IRA, the varsity national championships, so its clear that UCSB is competing at an elite
national level.
So now we head off to Georgia. Mike has already taken the boats, so we are practicing in
older training boats. But new oars arrived yesterday, and there was more speed, and more
staying patient, and more working hard, and more staying out of our own way.
So now it’s our race to form in Georgia. We’re just taking it one row at a time, looking
forward, staying patient, going fast. All just rowing to plan.

On behalf of the entire 2016-2017 Gaucho Rowing family, thank you very much for your continued
support this year and every year. It’s been a pleasure to communicate with you all, and I wish everyone
the best as we head into Graduation and beyond. I am officially handing the newsletter torch off to our
2017-2018 Secretary, Kristina Sestay! All the best, and GO GAUCHOS!
-Andrew Packer #1451
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